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In life, Reikenor was a sorcerer-king, a champion that denied 
Nagash his rightful due. In death, he is a wraith-wizard, 

cursed to lead armies and reap souls in the name of the Great 
Necromancer for all eternity.
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REIKENOR THE GRIMHAILER

MELEE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Fellreaper 2" 4 4+ 3+ -1 2

Ghostly Hooves and Teeth 1" 3 4+ 4+ - 1

DESCRIPTION
Reikenor the Grimhailer is a named 
character that is a single model. He is armed 
with Fellreaper.

MOUNT: Reikenor the Grimhailer’s mount, 
Kyllaron, attacks with Ghostly Hooves 
and Teeth.

FLY: This model can fly.

ABILITIES
Corpse Candles: When Reikenor prepares 
to cast a spell by snuffing out the flame of 
a corpse candle, he can drain his own or a 
victim’s essence to help fuel his sorcery.

In your hero phase, before this model 
attempts to cast a spell, you can say that it 
will snuff out a corpse candle. If you do so, 
pick either this model or an enemy model 
within 12" of this model. That model suffers 
1 mortal wound. If the mortal wound 
was suffered by an enemy model, add 1 
to the casting roll; if the mortal wound 
was suffered by this model, add 3 to the 
casting roll. 

Ethereal: Creatures whose bodies have 
rotted away are difficult to harm with 
ordinary weapons.

Ignore modifiers (positive or negative) when 
making save rolls for attacks that target 
this model. 



Frightful Touch: The wraith-touch of 
Reikenor is imbued with the pure finality of 
death, an unholy force that is transferred 
to the blade of the scythe Fellreaper. The 
weapon has a penchant for ghosting through 
flesh to still a beating heart.

If the unmodified hit roll for an attack 
made with Fellreaper is 6, that attack 
inflicts 2 mortal wounds and the attack 
sequence ends (do not make a wound or 
save roll).

Reaped Like Corn: Fellreaper can be swung 
in great sweeping arcs, cutting down whole 
ranks of enemy warriors.

You can re-roll failed hit rolls for attacks 
made with Fellreaper if the target unit has 5 
or more models.

MAGIC
Reikenor the Grimhailer is a Wizard. 
He can attempt to cast one spell in your 
hero phase, and attempt to unbind one 
spell in the enemy hero phase. He knows 
the Arcane Bolt, Mystic Shield and 
Wraithstorm spells.

Wraithstorm: Reikenor tears the souls from 
his victims and commands them to assail 
their allies.

Wraithstorm has a casting value of 7. 
If successfully cast, pick an enemy unit 
within 12" of the caster that is visible to 
them. That unit suffers D3 mortal wounds. 
If any models in that unit are slain as a 
result of this spell, that unit immediately 
suffers an additional D3 mortal wounds.


